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Abstract 

An analysis was conducted to determine the financial 
viability of a Gin Process Control (GPC) system 
developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture at 
Stoneville, Mississippi. cost, energy, and 
performance estimates were obtained for three regions 
(Hidsouth, southwest, and west) and used to analyze 
the financial costs and benefits to the gin from 
utilizing the GPC system. Net present values (NPV) 
and internal rates of return (IRR) were calculated and 
sensitivity analyses were conducted for all three 
regions. The findings of this preliminary analysis 
were that the GPC system was a financially viable 
i nvestment for all three regions. 

Introduction 

The ginning of cotton involves a sequence of complex 
processes. Cotton is typically transported into the 
gin plant by a powerful air flow and dried by heating 
the air. As the cotton enters the gin plant, it has 
some pre-cleaning that removes large foreign material 
(i.e., hulls, stems, etc.). The cotton then moves to 
the gin stands where the seed is separated from the 
cotton lint and the lint continues through a series of 
cleanings where the finer trash particles are removed. 
The cleaned lint is then sent to the bale press where 
the cotton is formed, pressed, and bound into bales. 

The qualities of the cotton found withi n and between 
different modules being fed into the gin can differ 
substantially in moisture, trash content, and other 
quality attributes. Ideally, a gin could benefit if 
it were 8ble to 8djust the ginning processes to 
produce the quantity and quality of cotton that 
J118xiJllizes profit to the gin and producer. However 
the ginning process is complete before quali ty report~ 
on the cotton are available from. the classing office. 
Thus, the economic and technical information to adjust 
the ginning process on a timely basis has not been 
present. 

A Gin Proc~ss Control (GPC) system under development 
at the Agrlcultural Research service, USDA, Ginning 
L8boratory at Stoneville, Hississippi, has the 
teChnology to automatically adjust portions of the 
ginning process to optimize gin processing for 
revenues, considering both gin turnout and lint 
quality (Anthony, 1992). At its most basic level the 
GPC is a computerized sensing and adjusting system 
that externally monitors quality attributes and 
moisture as cotton moves through the gin plant. As 
the cotton moves through a gin plant, the computer 
checks the quality and moisture at specific intervals 
8nd m8kes adjustments to the equipment while the gin 
is running. For a more complete description of the 
GPC system, see Anthony, 1992; Anthony, 1991; Anthony, 
1990; Anthony, 1985; and Anthony et al., 1982. 

The GPC system, as with m8ny new teChnologies, 
promises to reduce variable costs but increase fixed 
costs to the gin p18nts. The system will adjust the 
heating temperature of the dryers and will also 
deter.ine the number of lint cleanings necessary to 
produce the greatest net returns. Previous research 
indicates that the energy savings from the use of this 
system are substantial ,(Anthony, 1990). However, as 
wi th .tlost new ~echnol09~es, the cost of the equipment 
and lnstallatlon can be expensive (Table I). The 
objective of this p8per was to conduct a preliminary 
assess.e~t of the financial feasibility and 
sensitivlty of the GPC system. It is important to 
note that the resul ts of this analysis are 
preUainary. 

Analytical fraaework 

To estimate the fina ncial feasibility of installing 
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and operating the GPC system, the net present value 
(NPV) of the investment calculation was used. The NPV 
measures the value of the net cash flows of an 
investment while considering the time value of money . 
As a secondary measure, the internal rate of return 
(IRR) was also estimated. Finally, sensitivity of the 
investment to changes i n certain operating conditions 
W8S estimated to give an indication of effects on 
profitability. 

Brigham and Gapenski {1993} give a general NPV 
equation as follows: 

" CFt NPV· E --,----'-'-''-c-:c 
t,.-o (1 + k) t 

(1 ) 

where t is the time period (year), n is the planning 
horizon in years, CF is the net cash flow per period, 
and k is the discount or interest rate. Cash outflows 
(Le., expenditures on equipment, maintenance, and 
calibration costs) are treated as negative cash flows. 
Since this project, after equipment and operating 
costs, generates mainly cost savings, then the cost 
savings are treated as positive cash inflows. If the 
NPV is positive (negative), it would indicate that the 
GPC system is (is not) a financially feasible 
investment. 

Equation 1 can also be used to estimate the internal 
rate of return. The IRR is the discount rate (k) that 
will yield a NPV of O. In other words, it is a proxy 
for the rate of return on the investment . 

Methods aDd Procedyres 

To formulate this analysis, equipment cost estimates 
were obtained on the initial outlay of the investment 
as ,well as the additional operating costs of the 
equlpment over the normal cost of gin operation. 
Second: the GPC system generates cost savings from the 
operatlon of the dryer and lint cleaner controls. 
These esti~ates were used to formulate the net present 
value and lnternal rate of return calculations which 
were then used to conduct a sensitivity analysis. 

Equip.nt Costs 

The investment, maintenance, and calibration costs of 
~he ~PC equipment are summarized in Table 1. The 
lnitlal outlay for this equipment was estimated to be 
$90, 000: The color/trash meter and computer 
automatlon ha~e an expected life of five years. 
Therefore, relnvestment must occur at five year 
intervals at a cost of $20 000 and $5 000 per 
reinvestment" respectively. Life expectanc'y of the 
sampler, mOl sture sensor, and lint valving is ten 
years. A t~n year planning horizon, no salvage value, 
and 10% dlscount were assumed for this analysis. 
There are also annual maintenance costs of $1 000 per 
year and calibration costs of $1 500 p~r year 
(Anthony, 1993). These cost estimates' are based on a 
20, 000 bale per year gi . , 
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a d 1 'b' nnlng season. The malntenance 
n C8 1 ratl~n costs, as well as life expectancies, 

ma y
, change w1.th larger or smaller annual ginning 

vo umes. 

Dryer Savings 

T~e fdryer energy savings was calculated as the amount 
o uel, s,aved multiplied by the price of fuel (Table 
~~ : lt1. t1.;lly , ~uel use ~Y gins was assumed to be 300 
cu. ft' ~ g~S 1.n the Mldsouth (Anthony 1993) 250 

. 1n t e Southwest (Baker, 1993) 'and 200 
ft . or 2 . 18 gallons of propane in h' cu. 
199)}. , Propane estimates were used f~r et:ee~t ~HU9'hS, 
Dn est1mated 70t of ins ' es Slnce 
(lsom, 1993). 9 1n the West use propane 
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To determine the economic gain associated with the 
weight loss reduction from reduced use of the dryer, 
the price of cotton for each region was used to 
establish the dollar value of weight savings. The 
U.S. average price of cotton received by producers for 
the years 1986 through 1991 (U.S. Dept. of ~g., 1992b) 
was used for this purpose. This U.S. average price 
was adjusted by the regional differences in the 1991 
base prices to estimate the price of cotton for each 
region. 

The monetary gain from the weight loss reduction from 
reduced use of the dryer was estimated by multiplying 
the estimated weight gain by the price of cotton for 
each region. The assumed percentage weight savings 
for each region was 2% for the Hidsouth (Anthony, 
1990), 2% for the Southwest (Baker, 1993), and 1% for 
the West (Hughs, 1993). The percentage weight savings 
were converted to pounds assuming 480 lb. bales. 
Also, it was assumed that 60% of the gins in the 
Midsouth, 60% in the Southwest, and 95% of the gins in 
the West re-moisturize the cotton . Therefore, since 
approximately 50\ of the weight is regained through 
this process, this would negate half of the value 
gained from the GPC dryer control. The percentage 
weight savings from above were multiplied by the 480 
lb. bale weight and then multiplied by the percentage 
of the gins not re-moisturizing the cotton since those 
gins presumably will get the full value of the weight 
savings . Then, the percentage weight savings was 
multiplied by the 480 Ibs., then multiplied by 50% 
since half of the weight gain has been accounted for 
by the re-moisturizing process. This value was then 
multiplied by the percentage of the gins that re
moisturize the cotton to get the pounds of cotton 
saved from the dryer control . Finally, these two 
values were summed and multiplied by the estimated 
price of cotton to determine the dollar value of 
weight loss reductions from the optimization of the 
dryer use for each region (Table 3). 

Lint Cleaner sayings 

Anthony (1990) estimated that one lint cleaner 
can be eliminated on 50t of the bales ginned. This 
results in energy and maintenance savings as well as 
weight loss reductions. The energy and maintenance 
savings (Table 2) were estimated by calculating the 
cost for the second stage of cleaning using lint 
cleaning cost estimates from Ethridge et al. (1993). 
This cost was multiplied by 50% , which represents the 
energy and maintenance savings in cents/lb. of cotton. 

For the weight loss reduction, an estimated 9.2 pounds 
of cotton can be saved by eliminating one lint cleaner 
(Ethridge et al., 1993). Eliminating one lint cleaner 
on 50\ of the bales ginned results in a weight savings 
of 4.6 Ibs./bale. This 4.6 pounds was multiplied by 
the price of cotton to yield a value of the weight 
loss reduction in $/bale of cotton. 

At the same time, eliminating one lint cleaner 
generally yields a one leaf grade reduction. 
Therefore, discounts were estimated for color grade 41 
through 44, staple 34 cotton using (1) econometric 
market estimates from the Daily Price Estimation 
System (Brown et a1., forthcoming) and (2) the CCC 
loan schedule (U.S. Dept. of Ag., 1993). These 
discounts were calculated by taking the average 
discount for these color grades across leaf grades 1 
through 5 . This procedure is obviously a very general 
approximation on the leaf grade discounts. However, 
this was the extent of what could be accomplished with 
existing time constraints, the preliminary nature of 
this analysis , and the lack of specific data on the 
GPC results in regard to leaf grade changes. This 
value multiplied by the size of the bale (480 Ibs.) 
and 50% yielded an estimated loss in value of the 
cotton due to an increased leaf grade . This value was 
then subtracted from the increased value due to weight 
savings to yield an estimated savings from the lint 
cleaners due to changes in the value of the cotton. 
This estimate was then added to the energy savings 
from the lint cleaners to get the net savings frorn the 
lint cleaners. 
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Total Gre Sayings 

The cost savings calculations were summed to get the 
overall estimated cost savings from the use of the GPC 
system. Since all cost estimates are based on a 
20,000 bale VOlume, total savings in $/bale was then 
multiplied by the assumed 20,000 bale annual ginning 
volume to estimate the savings per year from the use 
of the GPC system. This estimate was then used to 
calculate the net present value (NPV) and internal 
rate of return (IRR) of the investment. 

~~~~~~i ~ir~~e ~n~~~Si;er~:~taCgOend~~~:~ ~~i9~~elsa~~~~:: 
Each of these were adjusted individually by plus and 
minus 20\ of the original estimate, holding all other 
conditions constant. 

Results 

Dryer fuel savings ranged from 56 cents/bale for the 
Hidsouth to 29 cents/bale for the West (Table 3). The 
savings are least in the West because those gins are 
already using the least fuel for drying. At the same 
time, the value of the weight savi ngs frOm reduced 
drying ranged from $3. 84/bale for the Hidsouth the 
$1.46/bale for the West. The reason is again due to 
less drying already being done in the West. Given 
this, the total savings from the dryer portion of the 
system varied between about $4/bale in the Hidsouth 
and $1.75/bale in the West (Table 3). 

Lint cleaner energy savings ranged from 16 to 13 
cents/bale among the three regions (Table 3). The 
value of the weight savings from the lint cleaners 
went from $2 . 63/bale for the Midsouth to $2.67/bale 
for the West. The reason for the variation between 
regions was due to the varying price of cotton. The 
GPC system also generates a loss in value due to leaf 
grade reductions. The amount of value loss is a 
function of the particular discount that is 
applicable. Using the market discounts calculated as 
previously described, the estimated loss from grade 
reductions was $1 . 52/ba1e for all regions. Using loan 
discounts, the loss was $2.74/bale for all regions . 
Taking all values for the lint cleaners together, the 
net savings from the lint cleaner portion of the 
system using market discounts was estimated to be 
$1.52/bale for the Midsouth, $1.43/ba1e for the 
Southwest, and $1.52/bale for the West (Table 3). 
Using loan discounts, the estimated net gains from the 
lint cleaners was estimated to be $0.06/bale for the 
Midsouth, $(0.03)/bale for the Southwest, and 
$0.06/bale for the West. 

It is not likely that the GPC system is going to 
result in a net loss in lint cleaning. However, when 
considering these calculations, they suggest that the 
gains are relatively small (and likely to be smaller 
when loan schedules are used instead of market 
discounts). This is consistent with other studies on 
lint cleaning (Ethridge et al., 1994) that show that 
the net return differences between the optimal number 
of lint cleanings and the next best is typically 
small--around $2.00/bale. Given the individual 
resu1 ts, total savings from the GPC system using 
market discounts were estimated to range from 
$5.92/bale to $3.27 /bale . Using loan discounts, the 
estimated total savings ranged from $4. 46/bale to 
$1.81/bale (Table 3). 

The cost savings from the dryer portion of the system 
represented the bulk of the total savings. This could 
imply that the overall savings from the GPC system is 
substantially dependent on the effectiVeness of the 
dryer control. The effectiveness of the lint cleaner 
portion is affected substantially by the level of 
discounts given to leaf grade reductions. 

The NPV analysis indicated that the GPC system was a 
financially viable investment in all regions for a 
20,000 bale per year ginning volume. For example, in 
the Southwest the estimated NPV using market discounts 
was $516,794 while the estimated NPV using loan 
discounts was $353,571 (Table 3). This suggests that 
the discounted net benefits from the GPC system over 
a ten year period is in the $300,000 to $600,000 range 
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depending o n the leaf grade discounts. The 1~ usin~ 
market discounts was 121\ while the IRR uSl.ng loa 
discounts was 88'. The NPV and IRR d~d vary across 
regions with the Hidsouth being the hJ.g.hes~ and the 
Wes t being the lowest. The reason for th1S dl.fference 
involves the overall differences of fuel C?sts, dryer 
weight savings percentages, and cotton prl.ce between 
regions. However, in all cases the .NPV an~ IRR 
indicated that the GPC system was financ~ally v1able. 

The sensitivity analysis (Table 4) indicat7d that the 
NPV was relatively insensitive to changes 1n th~ fuel 
costs while being sensitive to changes in the pr1ce.of 
cotton as well as the dryer weight loss reduct10n 
percentage. 

Conclusions 

The primary conclusion that car:a be ~rawn. from 
this analysis is that the GPC system 1S a f1nanc1ally 
viable investment. However, this conclusion m~st be 
• ade with some caveats. First, the est1mates 
presented here are preliminary. The equipment costs 
are estimates for equipment that is not yet available 
in commercial versions (much of the equipment is still 
in prototype form). Additionall~, many of the 
parameters--weight and fue~ sav1ng~, e.g .--are 
approximations. Second, th1s analys1s was based 
solely on a 20,000 bale per year ginning season. T~e 
implications for the investment from changes 1n 
ginning volume are not known. Finally, results in 
individual gins may vary due to different weather 
conditions, equipment efficiencies, technical 
capabilities, and crop qualities. 

The GPC system seemed to be sensi ti ve to the 
price of cotton and the weight loss reduction 
percentages. However, these changes did not alter ~he 
investment decision implications. That is .. at no t~me 
was the NPV negative. Therefore, from th1S analys1s , 
it can be concluded that the GPC system has the 
potential to be an asset to the industry. It appears 
to be best suited for the Midsouth and Southwest where 
the dryer ruel and weight loss reduction savings are 
the aost substantial. However, this analysis 
indicates that the GPC system is a viable investment 
tor all three regions aDalY2ed. 
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Table 1. Cost of Equipment to Incorporate the Gin 
Process Control System into an existing Three- stand 
Gin. 

Equipment 

Sampler' 

Color/Trash Sensor~ 

Moisture Sensor' 

Programmable Control~ 

Lint Cleaner Valving' 

Automation~ 

Installation and Setup 

Total Setup Costs 

Maintenance Costs/yr.· 

Calibration Costs/yr.' 

Estimated 
Installed 

Investment Costs 

$12,000 

20 ,000 

4,000 

3,000 

36,000 

5,000 

90,000 

1,000 

1,500 

1 L1fe expectancy J.S 10 years. 
2 Life expectancy 5 years. 
• Maintenance and calibration costs are assuming 
calibration occurs every 8 hours for 20,000 bales per 
year ginned. It is also assumed that the technical 
skills are available, Not used in setup costs . 

Source : Anthony, stanley. Supervisory Agricultural 
Engineer, U. S. Cotton Ginning Laboratory, stoneville, 
MS, personal communication, November and December, 
1993. 
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Table 2. Estimated Costs and Quantities Affected by 
the GPC system. 

RegIon 

Items and Components Midsouth Southwest West 

Prices and Discounts 

Price of Cotton 57.20 56.02 57.96 
(cents/lb. ) 

Average Discount for Grade 
Reductions (cents/lb. ) 

Market 0.5319 0.5319 0.5319 
Loan 1.141 1.141 1.141 

llUU ~ ~ ---- 9AL. 

Amount of Fuel Used 300 250 2.18 
Estimated Fuel Savings 150 125 0.545 
Fuel Costs (cents) 3.72 3.296 0.53 
Dryer weight Savings 

(pounds/bale) 
Non-moisturized 3.84 3.84 0.24 
Re-moisturized 2.88 2.88 2.28 

Iii at !.:::le:aae:r:s 

Electricity Used 0.00445 0.00445 0.00445 
(kwh/bale) 

Electricity Price 8.30 5.47 5.47 
(cents/kwh) 

Haint. Costs for 1st 
stage of 

Lint Cleaning 0.1698 0.1698 0 . 1698 
(cents/lb. ) 

Haint . Costs for 2nd 
stage of 

Lint Cleaning 0.03086 0.03086 0.03086 
(cents/lb. ) 

Weight savings 4.6 4.6 4.6 

Table 3. Estimated Cost Savings, Net Present Value, 
and Internal Rates of Return. 

Midsouth Southwest West 

- -------$/bale----- -----

Dryer Fuel Savings' 0.56 
Value of Weight savings' 3.84 

Total 

0.41 
3.76 

0.29 
1. 46 

Savings from Dryer ' 4.40 4.18 1. 75 

Lint Cleaner Energy 
Savings' 

Lint Cleaner Weight 
Savings' 

Loss from 
Leaf Grade Reduction l

•
2 

Market 
Loan 

Total Savings From 
Lint Cleaners' 
Market 
Loan 

Total Savings from 
GPC system,·:t 
Market 
Loan 

Net Present Value of 
Investment:t 
Market 
Loan 

Internal Rate of Return ~ 

0.16 

2 . 63 

1. 28 
2 . 74 

1. 52 
0.06 

5.92 
4 . 46 

0.13 

2.58 

1. 28 
2.74 

1. 43 
(0.03) 

5.61 
4.15 

0.13 

2.67 

1. 28 
2.74 

1. 52 
0.06 

3.27 
1.81 

-----------$-------------
551,400 516,794 255,609 
388,178 353,571 92,387 
-----------%-------------

Market 128t 121% 68t 
Loan 95t 88t 33\ 

1 Dollars per bale of cotton. 
2 2nd row denotes estimates using CCC loan discount 
for leaf grade. 
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Table 4. NPV Results of Sensitivity Analysis for Three 
Regions. 

Change in 
Fuel costs: 

+ 20% 
Mean/Expected 

- 20%: 

Change in 
Cotton Price: 

+ 20% 
Mean/Expected 

- 20% 

Change in Dryer 
Weight Savings: 

+ 20% 
Mean/Expected 

- 20%: 

Midsouth 

$568,127 
551,400 
537,019 

$696,077 
551,400 
406,722 

$637,286 
551,400 
465,514 

Southwe:st 

$527,373 
516,794 
506,327 

$658,436 
516,794 
375,151 

$600,908 
516,794 
432,679 

west 

$263,369 
255,609 
247,850 

$347,801 
255 , 609 
163,417 

$288,24 
255 , 60, 
222 , 974 
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